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A Racial and Economic Justice Guide to
California Propositions

LOCAL MEASURES:

PROP

16

PROP

20
PROP

22
NO! Prop 22 will reclassify
app-based drivers as
independent contractors
making it harder for them
to access benefits like
health care  & retirement.

PROP

24
NO! Prop 24 will make
questionable changes
to protections of
consumer data,
including personal
data.

STATEWIDE PROPOSITIONS:
PROP

151515
YES! Prop 15 will bring
$12B a year to schools &
local communities by
closing an old racist
corporate tax loophole.

YES! Prop 16 will overturn an
old restriction on affirmative
action and ensure that Black
residents in particular have
access to educational and
professional opportunities.

PROP

17
YES! Prop 17 will restore
the right to vote for the
50,000+ people who
were convicted of a
felony and are on parole.

PROP

18
YES! Prop 18 will allow 17
year old US citizens to
vote in a primary and
special election as long
as they will turn 18 by
the general election.

PROP

19
NO! Prop 19 was
pushed by the realtors
association and
changes tax
assessment transfers
and inheritance rules .

NO! Prop 20 will overturn
key criminal justice
reforms that that give
adults who have
committed nonviolent
crimes a second chance.

PROP

212121
YES! Prop 21 will allow
local communities to
expand rent control and
pass strong tenant
protections that fight
displacement.

PROP

23
YES! Prop 23 will require a
doctor on-site at dialysis
clinics and eliminates
discrimination of patients
based on source of
income. 

PROP

25
NO! Prop 25 would replace the current
unfair cash bail system with a new
racially biased risk assessment
algorithm. We need to replace the cash
bail system but we need to do it right.

SACRAMENTO REAL RENT CONTROL

MEASURE C
YES! Measure C would limit rent increases
annually to CPI (capping at 5%), protects
renters from unfair evictions, and creates a
democratically elected rent board.

CONTRA COSTA HEALTH & SAFETY

MEASURE X
YES! Measure X would ensure Contra Costa's
county hospital stays open; fire & paramedic
services and critical services for seniors &
children are funded via a 1/2% sales tax.

RICHMOND COMMUNITY INVESTMENT

MEASURE U
YES! Measure U is a progressive tax system
that creates jobs, supports small businesses,
& prevents cuts to youth programs 
and essential city services.

Paid for by Committee to Save Our Neighborhoods, Sponsored by Alliance of Californians for Community Empowerment Action.


